Terms of Use

These Terms of Use apply to the products and services (DigitalART) by Anna Aspnes Designs (aA Designs). In purchasing and using such DigitalART you agree to comply with the conditions within and any subsequent changes.

Copyright © Anna Aspnes at Anna Aspnes Designs 2002-2021. Anna Aspnes Designs is owned and operated by Fotoscrapix Inc. All content is Copyright © Anna Aspnes at Anna Aspnes Designs 2002-2021. Ownership and Copyright are retained by Anna Aspnes at Anna Aspnes Designs, are non-transferable and all rights are reserved. It is illegal to reproduce or distribute copyrighted material without permission of the copyright owner. Any dispute concerning designs by Anna Aspnes will be resolved through arbitration in the State of Colorado, and Colorado (and federal) law will apply.

Personal and Commercial License and Authorized Usage. In purchasing DigitalART by Anna Aspnes Designs you are granted license to use the material with the following conditions:

DigitalART by Anna Aspnes Designs is NOT to be used:

- To redistribute, share, loan, sub-license or resell material individually or as part of a collection.
- To reproduce, copy or claim any material or its derivatives as your own work.
- For pornographic, racial or other offensive purposes.
- For purposes of promoting or creating other digital or paper scrapbooking/crafting products or designs.

Subject to the limitations listed above, DigitalART by Anna Aspnes Designs may be used:

- To incorporate material into your own original work for publication and display in printed media, including those for profit.
- By photographers, S4O (Scrapbook for Others)/Scrap 4 Hire, web designers and digital/photo artists for sale to their clients.
- To create original artwork as gifts for others.

Disclaimer. Anna Aspnes Designs is not responsible to you, any person, or organization for loss and/or damages arising from the use of DigitalART by Anna Aspnes Designs.

Acknowledgements. Credit to Anna Aspnes Designs within your work is not required but any such acknowledgement would be accepted with thanks.

Further Information. See more DigitalART and graphics by Anna Aspnes Designs [here](#). Questions or concerns should be addressed to Anna Aspnes Designs at [anna@annaaspnesdesigns.com](mailto:anna@annaaspnesdesigns.com).